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Research on marketing strategy based

on parallel fuzzy c-means clustering

under new economic background

Haitao Li1

Abstract. With the rapid development of network technology under new economic back-
ground, especially “Internet+” and big data development in recent years, the great opportunities
and challenges are brought to enterprise product marketing. Compared with traditional behavior
where marketing goals are achieved through a simple and crude price war, some enterprises win the
trade war by making full use of and excavating the data. Behavior information of user is excavated
from big data of the Internet by utilizing data fusion technology. This paper realizes synchroniza-
tion of member management and Mapreduce reduction operation by utilizing improved Mapreduce
parallel computing mechanism and adopting member management protocol. The typical individ-
ual group reduction operation is implemented to replace global individual reduction operation and
define two-stage buffering algorithm, to further reduce data size of Mapreduce operation at the
second stage through buffering of the first stage, and reduce negative effects of marketing noise
data on algorithm as far as possible. Finally, simulation results show that the algorithm can not
only guarantee clustering accuracy, but also accelerate operating efficiency of algorithm effectively,
which verifies effectiveness of proposed method in marketing strategy research.

Key words. New economy, Parallel computing, Fuzzy evaluation, Clustering, Marketing
strategy

.

1. Introduction

With the development of Internet technology, network marketing has become
an important way of product sales, which also is a competitive place for enterprise
business war. Emergence of network has broken restriction of traditional enterprise
products to sales model and caused a great impact on marketing strategy of tradi-
tional products. Traditional enterprise product marketing mode is based on a large
amount of consumption of human and material resources and intermediate links,
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while network marketing realizes product transaction through Internet technology.
Reduction of intermediate links and channels greatly reduces enterprise cost, im-
proves transactional efficiency and optimizes resource allocation among enterprises.

On May 7, 2015, the State Council issued Opinion on Vigorously Developing E-
commerce and Quickening New Economic Power Cultivation. The Opinion clearly
pointed out that e-commerce should be vigorously developed, and e-commerce ad-
mittance threshold should be reduced simultaneously, to build unified, open, orderly
competitive, honest and law-abiding, and safe and reliable big e-commerce market
before 2020. Under e-commerce environment, enterprises can provide consumers
with more individualized products, and even customized products, through network
marketing. With the rise of cloud computing and big data technology, enterprise
managers can even excavate potential value of data and understand needs of cus-
tomers from a large number of user purchase behavior data, so as to grasp market
discipline and formulate effective marketing strategies. Seen from information ser-
vice perspective, marketing strategy constructed in this paper can tail after demand
change of user promptly through analysis to user habit and preference behavior etc.,
thus actively adjusting the content and way of information service, and recommend-
ing information and services to users that they are interested in under customized
mode; seen from product perspective, it can explore long tail of objects better.

At present, the relatively common product marketing recommendation strategy
can be divided into 3 types: product recommendation based on content, product
recommendation based on collaborative filtering, and mixed product recommenda-
tion. Product recommendation based on content is to find similar objects according
to content information of objects loved by users and make recommendation. Prod-
uct recommendation based on collaborative filtering is to analyze similarity among
users based on historical information of user, so as to make recommendation ac-
cording to the mechanism that similar users have similar preferences. Relatively
common mixed product recommendation is the mixture of recommendation based
on content and recommendation based on collaborative filtering. Current product
recommendation service takes advantage of the interest preference of similar users,
or similar objects loved by users as the basis for recommendation, but upon the
personalized demands of consumers, it is basically rugged, which means that the
product recommendation system treats all users as a person (or person of a class).
Such recommendation result based on rugged mode will bring a quite negative user
experience to potential users, for example, in e-commerce environment, occupying a
user’s mailbox with chronically unrelated mails in a large amount of space will cause
a great disgust in the user, and the punishment for them may be simple and cruel,
where their mailbox addresses are sent to the trash mailbox with light clicking to
mouse, so no more promotional information can be sent to the potential customer.

Therefore, it is quite necessary to screen, filter and individually analyze recom-
mended results according to behavior information of user. Especially in the era of
big data, to make extremely rich user behavior information obtaining possible, this
paper will deeply analyze and excavate user behavior, and construct collaborative
filtering recommendation system based on model by utilizing parallel fuzzy c-Means
clustering algorithm (PGR-PFCM), thus realizing personalized analysis and filtering
to product recommendation and improving product marketing accuracy.
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2. Personalized recommendation and marketing strategy on
user behavior

User behavior information is all behaviors of user on the Internet, it has various
forms of performance. For example, behavior information before the purchase can
deeply reflect purchasing psychology and purchase intention of potential customers.
Through analysis and understanding of such behavior information, intimate service
and personalized recommendation to user are made. For example, in e-commerce,
such personalized recommendation service generally has quite good effect, which
can improve purchase intention of user, shorten purchase path and time, and cap-
ture optimal purchase impulse of user at relatively proper moment, and also reduce
unwarranted harassment of traditional marketing mode to user, and improve user
experience.

 

  Fig. 1. Recommended process for comprehensive calculation of user behavior and
product properties

This paper excavates personalized demand of user by utilizing user behavior data,
to realize product recommendation and personalized marketing service. Quantify
past clicking behavior and purchase behavior etc. of user, value of objects pur-
chased by user, purchase frequency and the latest purchase time etc., and generate
user behavior space vector, so as to construct collaborative filtering recommendation
model by utilizing EM clustering algorithm, and realize clustering analysis of similar
user; mark, count and classify original object cost, discount amount, refund possibil-
ity, and style etc., and grade preference condition of alternative recommended object
at current stage. Final recommended results can be obtained by endowing different
weight factors to recommended results related to factors in two aspects and making
weight calculation. The recommended process for comprehensive calculation of user
behavior and product properties is as shown in Fig.1.
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3. PGR-PFCM marketing recommendation model

3.1. Model introduction

Mapreduce model is a relatively mature distributed computing model of big data
at present, and also is main execution framework realized by parallel clustering
algorithm of big data. The name of Mapreduce is sourced from two main operations
of the framework: map and reduce operation. Map operation is similar to a kind
of mapping operation, being a kind of operation aimed at all members of dataset,
and return to result list after map operation. Reduce operation executes parallel
algorithm aimed at feedback result of map operation, as shown in Fig.2.

In Mapreduce model, problem processes are decomposed into mutually indepen-
dent sub-processes that can be operated parallelly, so that computing performance of
computer cluster can be brought into full play. Map and reduce operation framework
is mainly designed and operated according to key-value in data:

Map : (k1, v1)→ [(k2, v2)] . (1)

Reduce : (k2, [v2])→ [(k3, v3)] . (2)

 

  Fig. 2. Mapreduce model

Under system operation, management host will dispatch quantity of computers
participating in parallel computing in real time according to breakpoint condition of
input data, and computer failure problem can also be handled in real time through
management host. Therefore, programmer is allowed to easily use large distributed
data resources without operating experience and hardware operation experience.

3.2. Typical individual operation scheme

Mapreduce parallel computational model under traditional Hadoop platform is a
kind of parallel calculation strategy, and the model adopts group individual reduction
strategy[9], which means to adopt the operation of replacing group members with
typical individual so as to reduce data processing quantity (as shown in Fig.3). In the
typical individual operation mode, design operation process identifier list (pID) to
map ID of process into group IDS (mID), and then make global reduction strategy to
group. Time complexity of global individual reduce operation algorithm is log2 (p),
but in grouping scheme based on typical individual operation, reduce operation
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algorithm time complexity is log2 (p
′), where p′ = maxk (|Pk|), Pk is the number

of typical individual of process subset, and therefore, in algorithm implementation
process, we hope p′ ∼ p, which can be realized by controlling grouping quantity and
typical individual selection condition.

 

  

pID 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

mID 3210

Fig. 3. Data reduction strategy

Literature [10] proposes that group-based typical individual reduction strategy
can realize information communication by defining MPI communication function in
group. But because operation process identifier list will change continuously with
iteration, which means that object combination for group reduction changes con-
tinuously, and process identifier list needs to be changed for each iteration, such
that excessive communication overhead will be caused through MPI communication
function mode. Because with the increase of iteration, gravity center can get closer
to the center of clustering, clustering mode that only has 1 gravity center and 1
process subset shall be considered firstly. To solve the problem that MPI commu-
nication function time occupation ratio is excessive, synchronized group member
management protocol is designed for traditional MPI communication model for re-
placement, and operation based on group reduction can be synchronously operated
in process subset in parallel and mutually independent mode, applicable for parallel
algorithm embedding.

3.3. Synchronization management protocol

A typical individual dynamic of protocol group-reduce shall broadcast the pID
list by encapsulating the control information of dynamic group management in the
operation information and not need to add extra communication overhead of algo-
rithms as each group reduces operations to reach synchronous modification. The
operation steps of protocol group-reduce can be shown as follows:

Step1: The group typical individual management protocol shall be defined, and
definite clearly that leader shall manage the typical individual. Use the reference
list Lcur

i of typical individual for the course pi, and the next operation shall be in
accordance with Lcur

i .
Step2: Initializing and the reference list Lcur

i shall be broadcasted by leader,
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and initializing Lcur
i includes all default courses.

Step3: The reduction operation for group shall be carried out in accordance
with reference listLcur

i , the course pi will make a partial pID list Li,s (Li,0 = Lcur
i )

for the step s of communication, which includes in the control information of group
reduction operation.

Step4: Information shall be exchanged in the course i, j when step s, which
includes the combination with long-distance and local pID list, and combination
formula is Li,s+1 = Li,s ⊕ Lj,s.

Step5: If the contribution value gi of the course pi is lower than threshold value
Tmin, the course shall be taken out of pID list. The contribution value [10]:

gi =
Li

n∑
j=1

Lj

. (3)

The external course pm can transmit the contribution value to the local group
contacted with leader by asynchronization, which includes the contribution degree
of the next reduction operation for pm, and add ID of the external course pm into
the mID of local group. If the leader accepts the course pm, the pID list shall be
sent to the course pm.

Step 7: Output the result mID.

4. PGR-PFCM Clustering Algorithm

4.1. Fuzzy c-Means Algorithm

Suppose that there are n data point x1, x2, · · · , xn, of which, the data xi ∈ Rd,
the traditional clustering method is that each data point shall be given a gather
(or category), and Suppose that c kinds of categories can be generated, c of clus-
tering center {v1, v2, · · · , vc}| vj ∈ Rd shall be firstly calculated, vj can be called as
prototype point of clustering. Fuzzy degree of membership function c of each data
point shall be calculated for fuzzy c-means algorithm, which can be represented as
uji ∈ [0, 1], j = 1, · · · , c, i = 1, · · · , n. Especially for the random i ∈ [1, · · · , n], meet
the condition uji ∈ [0, 1],

∑c
j=1 uji = 1, the concept of membership function can be

equivalent to the traditional accuracy clustering algorithm. The objective function
of fuzzy c-Means algorithm is as follow:

J =

n∑
i=1

c∑
j=1

(uji)
m ‖xi − vj‖2 . (4)

Meets:
c∑

j=1

uji = 1 . (5)

In formula (4), ‖·‖ represents inner product norm. Fuzzy c-Means algorithm uses
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the following formulas for the value of vj and uji to do iteration, so as to achieve
the purpose to minimize the objective function J :

vj =

∑n
i=1 (uji)

m
xi∑n

i=1 (uji)
m . (6)


uji =

(
c∑

k=1

(
dji
dki

) 2
m−1

)−1
dji = ‖xi − vj‖

(7)

Suppose that the end condition of iteration is Max
{∥∥∥u(t+1)

ji − u(t)ji

∥∥∥} < ε, of
which, m ∈ [1,∞) acts as weight coefficient, clustering will be gradually clear and
definite with m → 1. Clustering will be gradually fuzzy with m → ∞, m = 2 is
usually taken for calculation. Pseudocode of fuzzy c-Means algorithm (PFCM) can
be shown as follows:

Procedure 1: Pseudocode of PFCM algorithm
1: % Pseudocode of fuzzy c-Means algorithm (PFCM)
2: Function P = PFCM();
3: randomise my_uOld[j][i] for each x[i]
4: do {
5: maxErr=0;
6: for j=1 to c
7: myUsum[j]=0;
8: reset vectors my_v[j] to 0;
9: reset my_u[j][i] to 0;
10: endfor;
11: for i=myid*(n/P)+1 to (myid+1)*(n/P)
12: forj=1 to c
13: update myUsum[j];
14: update vectors my_v[j];
15: endfor;
16: endfor;
17: for j=1 to c
18: Allreduce(myUsum[j], Usum[j], SUM);
19: Allreduce(my_v[j], v[j], SUM);
20: v[j] = v[j]/Usum[j];
21: endfor;
22: for i=myid*(n/P)+1 to (myid+1)*(n/P)
23: for j=1 to c
24: update my_u[j][i];
25: maxErr=max{|my_u[j][i]-my_uOld[j][i]|};
26: my_uOld[j][i] = my_u[j][i];
27: endfor;
28: endfor;
29: Allreduce(maxErr, Err, MAX);
30: } while (Err>=epsilon)
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4.2. Description of PGR-PFCM clustering algorithm

Using a node type similar to Combiner, Mapper operation and reduce operation
shall be performed in series in the algorithm iteration process, the steps of PGR-
PFCM algorithm can be shown as follows:

Step1: Input parameter. The clustering amount Kt in intermediate buffering,
clustering amount K, and length of data segment L.

Step 2: Mapper operation. Perform map operation (inValue, inKey, outValue,
outKey)

(a)Load clustering data in inValue and perform map operation.
(b)Perform the operation of PFCM (Kt) map clustering in outValue data.
(c)Reformat the value of outValue according to clustering result.
(d)(outValue, outKey) Output (outValue, outKey).
Step3: Reducer operation. Perform protocol group-reduce operation of synchro

management protocol for (inValue, inKey, outValue, outKey) operation.
(a)Load clustering intermediate result of Mapper operation in inValue and per-

form protocol group-reduce operation.
(b)Operate PFCM (K) clustering operation in clustering intermediate result of

protocol group-reduce operation.
(c)Output the final clustering result.
In the above steps, the value of parameter Kt directly decides the operating

speed and clustering quality of PGR-PFCM algorithm. The first stage of PGR-
PFCM algorithm can play a role in compressing data quality by defining a clustering
amount Kt in intermediate buffering. The size of parameter Kt decides the size of
data input by PGR-PFCM algorithm in the second stage, so as to influence the
operation speed and accuracy of algorithm, the larger Kt is, the slower speed and
the higher accuracy will be. The smaller Kt is, the faster speed and the higher
accuracy will be.

5. Experimental analysis

5.1. Experimental data

The experiment uses the data gotten from online bookstore of Amazon as experi-
mental data set, which includes 543 users, records of 2682 books and scores (1-5) for
100000 times. Each user will at least mark and grade to 5 book records or interest-
ing books, and each book will be graded by one user at least. Training set and test
set provided in data set account for 80% and 20%, respectively, use training set for
training, and forecast the score of unknown books, and compared and experimented
with the actual scores of books graded by users in test set.

5.2. Evaluation criterion

For recommendation effect of system, the performance of recommendation strat-
egy is evaluated by calculating mean absolute error (MAE). Suppose that a user u
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and goods i in test set, set rui is the actual score of good i for user u, but r̃ui is
prediction score given by recommended algorithm, MAE can be defined as:

MAE =

∑
u,i∈T |rui, r̃ui|
|T |

.

5.3. Experimental results and analysis

The recommendation of goods consists with collaborative filtering based on user
behavior and user rating in this paper, of which proportion shall be calculated by
balance factor α. The value range of α can be set as [0, 1], increase 0.1 at each time,
compared the influence on MAE, which can be shown as Figure 4.

 

  
Fig. 4. Experiment for balance factor influence on MAE

When α = 0.2, MAE is minimum and with optimum recommendation effect from
Figure 4, which shows that users have a greater impact on the content of the book
information, and is consistent with the actual situation. In real life, users have a
preference for book content, and the types of books purchased or be interested in
are similar, even though users may not be able to score highly for some books in the
category, there is still a tendency to choose books.

The performance of the algorithm is compared from the accuracy and efficiency
of the evaluation algorithm. Eight types of true marketing data sets shall be used
for generating larger mixed data sets as test data set, which are composed of 10000
vector quantities, respectively, the dimension of test data set in each node can meet
the geometric multiples of 2 (2,4,8,16), and test marketing data sets obey the normal
distribution of [0, 1]. Literature [11] selects clustering cost to evaluate the accuracy of
K-means II algorithm, three algorithms of K-means II, FPCM[12] and PGR-PFCM
are simulated by this method in the experiment, all experiments run for 30 times to
get the average value and the simulation results can be shown in Figure 5-6.

Figure 5 shows the costs (iteration steps) of the three algorithms in the marketing
test data set, from which can be seen that the costs of the three algorithms are not
significantly different at low dimensions. With the increase of marketing data dimen-
sion, computational costs of the three algorithms are rapidly increasing, and the cost
gap between each other is widening, which reflects the performance superiority of the
algorithm proposed in the high-dimensional marketing data set in this paper. Figure
6 shows the time operation comparison of the algorithm, which shows that due to the
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small difference of the cost algorithm in the low-dimensional marketing data, while
time operation of the algorithm increases due to the increase of the protocol list op-
eration in the PGR-PFCM algorithm. However, with the increase of marketing data
dimension, the growth rate of operation time for PGR-PFCM algorithm is less than
the other two comparison algorithms. Figure 3-4 reflects the operation efficiency
advantage of the PGR-PFCM algorithm. Table 2 gives the clustering success rate
of the three algorithms under each dimension data set (the algorithm runs 30 times
to get the average value), of which can be seen that the average clustering success
rate of PGR-PFCM in the three algorithms is the highest, followed by K-means II
algorithm, and the success rate of FPCM algorithm is the lowest.

Table 2. Comparison of clustering success rate (operation for 30 times

Data Set Dimension Algorithm Clustering Success Rate

2
FPCM 73.3%

K-means II 82.7%
PGR-PFCM 94.6%

4
FPCM 72.3%

K-means II 77.5%
PGR-PFCM 90.1%

8
FPCM 66.8%

K-means II 71.2%
PGR-PFCM 86.9%

16
FPCM 60.8%

K-means II 68.6%
PGR-PFCM 82.4%
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Fig. 5. Algorithm computation cost comparison

6. Conclusion

This paper explores the new way of network product for recommendation and
marketing according to the situation of enterprise management under the current
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computation cost comparison 

 

Fig. 6. Algorithm computation time operation comparison 
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e-commerce environment. Especially, the development of "Internet plus" and big
data technology in recent years has brought great opportunities and challenges to
enterprise product marketing. Compared with the traditional marketing purposes
by simple and crude price war, the use of data fusion technology to dig for users’
behavior information from Internet big data is more conducive to analyzing the
individual needs of consumers, recommending the products they may like to con-
sumers and carrying out personalized active marketing services, Meanwhile, it is
more conducive to establishing the corresponding personalized product marketing
strategy, so as to improve the number of product sales and success rate of product
recommendation.
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